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MOTION TO STRIKE 

 

 Atmos Energy Corporation (“Atmos”) and Liberty Energy (Midstates) Corp. 

(“Liberty Energy Midstates”) (collectively “Joint Applicants”) hereby respectfully move 

that the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”), pursuant to Section 200.1901 of the Rules of 

Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission (the “Commission”), for entry of an order 

striking Staff’s Initial Brief as it relates to the contested issues for two reasons. First, the 

brief contains false and misleading statements. Second, the brief contains statements 

that are not supported by citations to the record or to case law in contravention of the 

Commission’s rules. The Joint Applicants respectfully request that the Commission 

strike portions of Staff’s Initial Brief as a result of these failings. 

I. STAFF’S ARGUMENTS RELY ON FALSE AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS 

On February 23, 2012, Staff filed its Initial Brief (“Staff’s Brief”).2 Staff’s Brief 

relies on false and misleading statements to support its position that the Commission 

                                                           
1 83 Ill. Adm. Code § 200.190. 
2 Staff Initial Brief, Docket No. 11-0559 (Filed Feb. 23, 2012). 
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should not approve the Affiliate Services Agreements (“ASAs”) and Cost Allocation 

Manual (“CAM”) proposed by the Joint Applicants. Therefore, Section III of Staff’s Brief 

should be stricken. Staff’s Brief stated that Liberty Energy Midstates “failed to provide 

blackline versions of its latest proposed ASAs and CAM . . . .” 3 This statement is false. 

The Joint Applicants provided Staff with annotated blacklines by email on January 26, 

2012, one day after the submission of the Joint Applicant’s surrebuttal testimony.4 The 

parties’ respective counsel communicated regarding the blacklines a number of times 

by email and telephone, and they were an important part of the parties’ discussions. 

Staff was fully aware of this—Staff counsel Janis VonQualen even cross-examined Mr. 

Eichler based on the blacklines that were provided.5 Staff’s Brief states that “it is very 

difficult to identify which of Staff’s changes were incorporated and which were 

rejected,”6 and that “it is extremely difficult to identify and describe all the differences 

between Staff’s proposed versions . . . and those provided by” Liberty Energy 

Midstates.7 This is also obviously false. The blacklines are attached to this motion; all 

                                                           
3 Id at 21. Staff also stated that the revised ASAs included with Mr. Eichler’s surrebuttal 
testimony did not start with Staff’s proposed documents from ICC Staff Exhibit 10.0, 
Attachments A through F, and reflect Midstates’ changes in blackline. While this statement is 
literally true (those particular documents were clean copies) it is misleading to the ALJ and the 
Commission as described in this section. 
4 Attachment A (January 26, 2012 email from counsel for the Joint Applicants, Mr. Bresnahan, to 
Ms. Janis VonQualen and Ms. Megan McNeil, counsel for Staff witnesses providing blacklines 
of the ASA form and CAM). 
5 Compare Tr. At 37:22-38:6 (“Would you agree that this change was made to address 
confusion caused by the term ‘Service Company,’ using the term ‘Service Company’ differently 
in the [CAM] in the ASA.”) with Attachment A, Comment A1 in each attached ASA (“Changed to 
address confusion caused by using the term service company differently in the CAM and 
ASA.”). 
6 Staff Initial Brief at 20. 
7 Staff Initial Brief 21. 
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one needs to do is turn to them to see that the changes are specifically indicated.8 In 

fact, the Joint Applicants went beyond providing a simple mechanical blackline and 

included annotations to point out where language was moved and reflected elsewhere.9 

Staff’s Brief states that the ASAs were new in the surrebuttal phase of the case.10 

At best this statement is misleading; the ASAs were only “new” in the sense that Staff 

requested separate ASAs for each providing company11 and Liberty Energy Midstates 

provided separated ASAs to meet this request.12 As the blacklines show and the cover 

email sent with the blacklines explains, the form of the ASAs and CAM themselves 

remained intact except for changes generally made to reflect recommendations of Staff 

witness Pearce in her rebuttal testimony.13 This is the purpose of surrebuttal testimony.  

Staff’s Brief states that because of the supposed lack of blacklines, Staff is 

limited to discussing the more significant differences between Liberty Energy Midstates’ 

and Staff’s draft documents.14 Again, this is a false statement as Staff was not limited as 

it claims; it had blacklines that explained the differences very clearly.15  

In addition to the false statement that the Joint Applicants did not provide 

blacklines, Staff’s failure to provide the Joint Applicants with clean versions of the ASAs 

and CAM proposed by Ms. Pearce in her rebuttal testimony complicated the Joint 
                                                           
8 See Attachment A. 
9 See Attachment A. 
10 Staff Initial Brief at 20 (“Essentially, Midstates proposed the following new ASAs in the 
surrebuttal phase of the instant proceeding”). 
11 Staff Ex. 10.0 at 5:110-111; see Staff Ex. 10.0 Att. A and Att. C-F.  
12 See JA Exhibits 9.6 to 9.10. 
13 See Attachment A. 
14 Staff Initial Brief at 21. 
15 See Attachment A. 
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Applicants’ efforts to provide a blackline in the first place.16 As indicated in the January 

26 email to Staff counsel, the versions of these documents provided by Staff had 

revision marks hard-coded making any automatic blacklining useless.17 The Joint 

Applicants, at their own expense, manually input the changes indicated in the 

documents submitted by Ms. Pearce so that blacklines could be run and Staff could 

understand any remaining issues that the parties had to discuss.18 

Further, the Joint Applicants provided clean drafts of their draft ASAs and CAM to 

Staff contemporaneously with the filing of the surrebuttal testimony. 19 Thus, Staff could 

have run its own blacklines. Or, as stated in the January 26 email, the Joint Applicants 

were willing to provide any other blacklines that Staff might want to request.20  

Consequently, Staff’s position in its Brief that the Commission not approve the 

ASAs and CAM proposed by the Joint Applicants relies on false and misleading 

statements for support and therefore Section III of Staff’s Brief should be stricken. Such 

a finding would be consistent with the Commission’s exercise of discretion to ensure 

integrity of the fact-finding process and fairness as required under Rule 200.25.21 At a 

minimum, Section III.A.1 of Staff’s Brief relies almost entirely on these false statements 

                                                           
16 The Word documents provided by Staff did not use the blackline feature of Word; the 
documents were formatted manually using strikethroughs and underscores to show changes, 
which prevented the Joint Applicants from being able to run a standard blackline. 
17 See Attachment A (“We did not have clean versions of Ms. Pearce’s documents, and we had 
to make the changes by hand to create the ‘before’ version . . .”). 
18 See Attachment A. 
19 See Attachment B (Email from Mr. Huver to Staff counsel providing clean Word versions of 
the ASAs and CAM). 
20 Attachment A (“If it would be at all helpful to have a different blackline . . . we would be happy 
to provide those as well . . .”). 
21 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 200.25. 
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throughout and should be stricken on that basis, as should each part of Staff’s Brief that 

refers to Section III.A.1 of its brief (III.B.1, III.C.1 and III.D.1).22 However, the Joint 

Applicants submit that the more appropriate remedy for the false and misleading 

statements, along with the failure to follow code part 200.800(a), as set forth in Part II of 

this Motion to Strike, is for the Commission to strike all of Section III. 

II. STAFF INAPPROPRIATELY MAKES FACTUAL ASSERTIONS WITHOUT 
CITATIONS TO THE RECORD 

Staff’s Brief is replete with factual assertions for which no citation is provided. 

The Commission’s rules require that “statements of fact in briefs and reply briefs should 

be supported by citation to the record.”23 This rule is generally ignored in Staff’s Brief; 

the instances are too numerous to cite, but a representative list is included as 

Attachment C. 

The Joint Applicants respectfully request that the Commission strike Section III of 

Staff’s brief generally as only rarely do Staff’s arguments cite to the record as required 

by code part 200.800(a). At a minimum, all assertions by Staff that are not supported by 

citations to the record should be stricken. The Commission must make its decisions on 

the basis of record evidence, not assertions in a brief that have no support in the record. 

It should not be up to the Joint Applicants, the ALJ or the Commission to hunt down 

what, if anything, Staff is referring to when it makes these assertions. The Commission’s 

rules put that duty clearly on the party filing the brief and Staff has failed to provide a 

compliant brief. 

                                                           
22 See Staff Initial Brief at 35 (incorporating Section III.A for discussion on Section 7-204(b)(3); 
Staff Initial Brief at 36 (incorporating Section III.A for discussion on Section 7-204(b)(5); Staff 
Initial Brief at 38 (incorporating Section III.A for discussion on Section 7-101). 
23 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 200.800(a). 
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Were this a case where there were some stray assertions that were supported by 

the record but left un-cited, the Joint Applicants would not raise any issue. However, as 

a general matter, the Joint Applicants believe that many if not most of the assertions are 

contrary to the record evidence or have no support. This is more than a procedural 

issue for the Joint Applicants. The Illinois Supreme Court has previously stated that the 

findings of the Commission: 

must be based on evidence presented in the case, with an opportunity to 
all parties to know of the evidence to be submitted or considered, to cross-
examine witnesses, to inspect documents and to offer evidence in 
explanation or rebuttal, and nothing can be treated as evidence which is 
not introduced as such.24  
 

Because Staff routinely does not cite to the record, the Joint Applicants are unable to 

understand if an assertion by Staff is a new unsupported factual assertion (which has no 

place in a brief) or a misreading or misinterpretation of testimony or other record 

evidence. For example, Staff states, without citing to legal authority or the record, that 

“[i]n order for there to be no cross subsidization, all services provided by the entity must 

be subject to the same cost allocation principles, not just the Illinois regulated utility 

operations.”25 There is no Commission decision or statute cited for this assertion (the 

Joint Applicants do not believe there is any legal support for this statement). There is no 

testimony in the record to this effect. Had there been, the Joint Applicants would have 

cross-examined the witness because it appears on its face to be false—the key is to 

ensure that costs charged to ratepayers are allocated properly. But there is no 

explanation for the conclusion, and no supporting record evidence.  

                                                           
24 Fleming v. Ill. Comm. Comm’n, 388 Ill. 138, 149 (1944). 
25 Staff Initial Brief at 28. 
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Even where citations are given, they are suspect. For instance, to continue the 

point, Staff cited to its Exhibit 10.0, page 5, lines 106-109 as support for a separate 

statement that that “[i]n order for there to be no cross subsidization, all services 

provided by the entity must be subject to the same cost allocation principles, not just the 

Illinois regulated utility operations.”26 A look at the cited exhibit and lines shows nothing 

whatsoever relating to cross-subsidization. It likewise does not discuss any rationale for 

applying the same cost allocation principles to different entities. It is only a list of what 

Ms. Pearce sees as remaining issues, and specifically that there is a need for clear cost 

allocation guidelines, including a cost allocation template,27 and that Ms. Pearce 

believes there is a need for the ASA to cover all transactions between entities that 

provide services and affiliates of Liberty Energy Midstates that receive services.28 No 

reasons, particularly no reasons relating to cross-subsidization, are given. If they had 

been, they would have been debunked on cross-examination, but the point is that Staff 

is pointing to the record for statements that do not exist. 

The Commission should strike these unsupported assertions, particularly where 

Staff’s brief has already been clearly shown to contain false statements. The rules have 

a purpose and the Commission should expect its Staff to follow them. 

 

 

 

                                                           
26 Staff Initial Brief at 28-29. 
27 Staff Ex. 10 at 5:106-107. 
28 Staff Ex. 10 at 5:108-109. 
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III. THE JOINT APPLICANTS REQUEST EXPEDITED TREATMENT OF THIS 
MOTION 

The Joint Applicants respectfully request that the ALJ, pursuant to Section 

200.190(e),29 set an expedited timeframe for disposition of this motion. Expedited 

treatment of this motion is necessary to ensure that the agreed schedule in this 

docket is maintained and ultimately that the Commission’s deadline under Section 7-

204(d)30 is met.  The Joint Applicants should not be prejudiced in terms of timing due 

to Staff’s Brief relying on false statements and failing to support its assertions with 

citations to the record.  

  [Remainder of page intentionally left blank] 

  

                                                           
29 83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.190(e)(“Unless otherwise specified by the Hearing Examiner, 
responses to motions shall be filed. . .”). 
30 220 ILCS 5/7-204(d)(“The Commission shall issue its Order approving or denying the 
proposed reorganization within 11 months after the application is filed.”). 
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WHEREFORE, for all of the reasons set forth above, the Joint Applicants respectfully 

move the ALJ for entry of an expedited order striking: (1) Section III of Staff’s Brief, or if 

striking all of Section III of Staff’s Brief is not deemed appropriate by the Commission, in 

the alternative striking (1) Sections III.A.1 for relying on false or misleading statements 

and Sections III.B.1, III.C.1, and III.D.1 for incorporating false and misleading 

statements by reference, (2) each of the statements in Staff’s brief that is not supported 

by any citation or that is supported by citations that are inaccurate as discussed above 

and/or set forth in Attachment C to this Motion.  

 Dated: March 8, 2012 

 Respectfully submitted, 

 ATMOS ENERGY CORPORATION  AND 
 LIBERTY ENERGY (MIDSTATES) CORP. 
 
 
 By:  /s/_____________________________ 
  Patrick Huver 
  Attorney for Atmos Energy Corporation  
  and Liberty Energy (Midstates) Corp. 
 
 
 

Arthur Bresnahan 
Patrick Huver 
Zumpano, Patricios, Winker & Bresnahan, LLC 
5202 Old Orchard Rd., Ste. 230 
Skokie, IL 60077 
(312) 924-3609 
ab@zpwlaw.com 
phuver@zpwlaw.com 
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